The CH Connection
February 2021

"Those things that we call encouragement...comfort, love, and respect, are drawn from the soul of man, and the more freely we give of them, the more we

renew and reinvigorate the life around us." -Maria Montessori, The Montessori Method

Classroom Happenings

February is a fun month of celebrating love for one another and the Mardi Gras season happening all
around us. The classroom is full of these two themes in almost all areas.
*Here's what is new or has been added in each area:
Practical Life: Added in this month are some more difficult concepts like mirror polishing, harder pouring
(both with dry mediums and water), spooning, tonging, twisting, and stringing. The children are also being
introduced to harder matching, sorting, and sewing. Have you noticed if your child can zip or button their
clothes and jackets with a little more ease and independence? They work on these skills daily in this area.
Art: The children have loved working with watercolors and chalk in art lately. This coming month they will
get to enjoy bead cutting, valentine making, designing their own Mardi Gras masks, and other art that will
be related to the continent study happening in their classroom. (ie: Penguins in Church Class and
Boomerangs in CH Class).
Language: This area has some new concepts and added difficulty with matching, finding "what doesn't
belong", more puzzles, understanding spacial terms (behind, in front, beside, etc), matching uppercase
and lowercase letters, reading number words, and more difficult patterning and sequencing. More
paperwork has been and will be added to provide the challenge needed for some of our students. The
children are loving the sounds booklets, SOW paperwork, and themed tracing for this month in
Penmanship as well. SOW objects continue to be a major hit in both classrooms. Remember to help your
child find items that are representatives of real things.
Math: The children are busy counting adding, ordering and comparing numbers and quantities. The "bank"
work (golden beads/place value) is being used more and the children who are ready for this work are
building complex numbers and gaining a better understanding of larger numbers. Math is full of new
paperwork each day/week. Specifically, the younger children enjoy paperwork using the bead stair
where they get to color and see the beads arranged into different patterns and pictures. You may see
some of these come home with them occasionally.
Geography: Our two continent studies are well underway in this area! Ask the CH class about the sounds
of the Kookaburra Bird or the Didgerridoo! They have had a blast learning about the foods in Australia,
the animals, The Outback, and especially the Great Barrier Reef and beautiful sea creatures! The Church
class is loving their study of the cold and icy continent of Antarctica! They are loving the animals and
specifically the penguins the most! Learning and working with the map puzzles is also a favorite in this
area. Many children are coloring maps of the world, using 3-part cards to learn the 7 continents, and still
working with the compass and cardinal directions. Every day they learn more and more about the world
they live in!
Science: The study of "heavy vs. light" has expanded to the children weighing and comparing objects.
Work with the Turtle (Reptiles) and Frog (Amphibians) are also very popular. Harder work with labeling
the animals parts is available this month. Coming later in February will be the concept of "sink vs. float".
We know the children are going to love this work!
Sensorial: Shapes, shapes, and more shapes! We concluded our study of the geometric solids in
Kindergarten last week. Each K student presented one solid to the first and second year students. They
had real objects that they selected from home to represent these shapes. They all did a great job! The
solids are still on the shelves to work with for the remainder of the year. The trinomial cubes and hexagon
boxes are out in this area now as well. More extension work is also happening daily in Sensorial. Sound
cylinders have expanded for harder matching and to improve a child's listening skills, as well as more
challenging work with the color tablets.
*Children are working at their own pace and mastery in all areas of the Montessori Classroom. The wide
variety and skill level provides what each child needs and the teachers observe, move them along, and
provide extension work when they are ready. Some work mentioned might be something a first year
student is doing or might be work that just a Kindergartener is ready for. That's the beauty of the
Montessori Method and a multi-aged classroom.

Sound of the Week Schedule:
Week of Feb. 1...0 (octopus)
Week of Feb. 8...J (jet)
Week of Feb.15..No School-Mardi Gras
Break
Week of Feb. 22...H (hat)
Week of Mar.1...K (kite)

How does The CH
celebrate Valentine's
Day?......
This year, as in years past, the children will not exchange
valentines at school. This means you don't have to purchase cards,
candy, or gifts for 35+ children! ;)
Like last year, every child will soon bring home a large heart
traced on a sheet of card stock. You will help your child make a
valentine for The Children's House that depicts how they show
their love for others in the form of a heart shaped collage. You
would start by having your child cut out the heart (with your help
if needed) then have them draw or glue pictures representing how
your family, and specifically your child, shows their love for others.
You can use old magazines or the internet to find pictures as well.
These collages will be due back by Friday, February 12th. Each
child will get to show their heart collage to their classmates and it
will remain in our classroom (on the wall) for all to see over the
month of February.

The Children's House has a new look/new
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logo! This has been a little work in progress
and thanks to the talents of EmilyBeth's
sister and her Etsy shop, the design is ready
to go! The Treehouse Montessori School will
share in this look as well for a more uniform
feel and presence of our Montessori schools
here on FPC's campus! There are big plans
for the future and an email headed your
way on how to purchase one for your cars,
etc. We will have an order form as well as
color choices and prices for you in that
same email! Get excited for some beautiful
merchandise and a chance to share your
child's school with our community!

Important Dates to
Remember:

February 12- Heart Collage Due
February 15-19-Mardi Gras Break-No
School
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